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time improve the memory? The most obvious reason^would
seem to be the freedom from fatigue that results from ajiight's
rest; and psychologists ~wKb approach the matter from a
"Behaviourist standpoint must content themselves with such an
explanation. Others, however, fail to find in the principle of
fatigue an adequate cause of this phenomenon, and invoke the
principle of consolidation already described in Chapter III.
Along with the obliviscence that takes place as a result of lapse
of time, there is reminiscence, due to the endopsychic consoli-
dation and organization of the memory traces into engram-
complexes.
In a well-known monograph Dr P. B. Ballard * describes
his extensive investigation into this matter.    He says:
My attention was first drawn to Reminiscence in this way. The
children in a certain slum school were alleged to have very bad
memories : it was said that they could learn but little, and what
little they learnt they could not retain. I tested this statement by
setting the top class of boys, whose average age was twelve years
and ten months, to memorize Gowper's Loss of the Royal George.
They were allowed thirteen minutes, and at the end of that time
the books were collected and the boys were asked to write out
as many lines as they could remember. After setting aside and
leaving out of account the boys who were in any way familiar with
the poem, nineteen remained as subjects of the experiment. Only
one boy was able to write out the whole of the thirty-six lines, and
the average number of lines for the class was 27-6. After two days'
interval I again tested the boys. They were asked to write out all
they remembered then. Neither teacher nor scholars expected this
second test, and no opportunity was given for revision. Much
to the teacher's surprise, eight of the boys wrote out the whole
poem correctly, and the average number of lines correct was 30-6—
an increase of more than ten per cent, over the previous number.
Out of the nineteen boys none had deteriorated and sixteen had
improved. This result seemed to be so remarkable that I set a
similar test in several other types of schools, and always with the
same result. Aftertwo days' interval more was remembered than.
TTnmediatelv"T£tn;er tnclearning. _
1 Obliviscence  and Reminiscence (Brit. Jour.  Psych.t Monograph  Supple-
ment, No. a).

